In this paper mainly deals with various classification algorithm techniques with feature extraction algorithm used to improve the predicated accuracy of the algorithm. This paper applied with correlation based feature selection as a feature evaluator and Genetics and random searching method. The results of the classification model are sensitive, specificity, precision, time, and accuracy. Finally, it concludes that the proposed CFL-NB algorithm performance is better than other classification algorithms techniques for breast cancer disease.
Data mining techniques and application are utilized in a wide range of fields, including banking, gregarious science, inculcation, business industries, bioinformatics, weather, forecasting healthcare and sizably voluminous data. Nowadays health care industry generates a large amount of data about patients, disease diagnosis, etc. Some different types of approaches to building accurate classifications have been proposed (e.g., NB, MLP, SMO, RF). In classification, we give a Breast Cancer data set of example record or the input data, called the test data set, with each record consisting of various attributes An attribute can be either a numerical attribute or categorical attribute. If values of an attributes belong to an authoritatively mandated domain, the attribute is called numerical attribute ( e.g. Age, Menopause, Tumor-size, Inv-nodes, DegMalig). A categorical attribute (e.g.Node-Capes, Breast, Breast-Quad, Irradiat, Class). Classification is the way toward part a dataset into totally unrelated gatherings, called a class, based on suitable attributes. This paper is organized accordingly: the relates works and depiction of the specialized parts of the utilized information mining techniques in section 1. The elaborates with classification algorithms like navie bayes, multi-layer perception, Sequential minimal optimization and random forest in section 2.The introduction of the dataset for Breast Cancer in section 3. The Experiment Results and Discussion in section 4. And finally, conclude the paper and future works.
Correlation based feature selection
Correlation based feature selection 9, 10, 18 is one of the notable methods to rank the pertinence of elements by measuring amongst elements and classes and amongst elements and different components. Given number of components k and classes c, CFS portrayed centrality of parts subset by using Pearson's relationship condition
Where s M is the significance of highlight subset, cf r is the normal direct correlation coefficient between these elements and classes and ff r is the normal straight correlation coefficient between various elements.
Typically, CFS includes (forward choice) or erases (in reverse determination) one element at once. in this work we used Genetic search and Random search algorithms for the great results19,20.
Genetic Search Algorithm
Look strategies explore the ascribe space to find a not too bad subset and the quality is measured by the property subset evaluator through CFS subset evaluator and genetic search is being used as a request technique. The parameters of the genetic algorithm are various generations, people appraise and the probabilities of change and hybrid. A person from the basic masses makes by deciding a rundown of value records as a hunt point. For delivering progress reports, each such an assortment of generations can be Utilized 20, 21 . The basic genetic search procedure is demonstrated as follows:
Step 1: Start by randomly generating an initial people
Step 2:Calculate e(x) for each fellow xåR.
Step 3: Define a probability distribution p over the Fellows of R where p(x) " e(x).
Step 4: Choose two population members x and y to produce new population members x' and y'.
Step 5:Apply mutation to x' and y'.
Step 6:Insert x' and y' into P'
Step 7:If |R'| < |R|, go to step 4.
Step 8:Let R ßR'.
Step 9:If there are more generations to process, go to step 2.
Step 10: Return x å P for which e(x) is highest.
Random Search Algorithm
Step 1: Set algorithm parameters È0, initial points X0 ‚" S And iteration index k = 0.
Step 2: Generate a collection of candidate points Vk+1 ‚" S according to a specific generator and associated Sampling distribution.
Step 3: Update Xk+1 based on the candidate points Vk+1, Previous iterates, and algorithmic parameters. Also, update algorithm parameters Èk+1.
Step 4: If a stopping criterion is met, stop. Otherwise Increment k and return to Step 1.
Naive bayes classification
Naive Bayes 27-30 executes probabilistic naive Bayes classifier. naive means restrictive autonomy among traits of components. The "naive" supposition incredibly diminishes calculation unpredictability to a basic increase of probabilities. The Naive Bayes handles numeric properties utilizing directed discretization and utilizations piece thickness estimators that will enhance the execution It requires just little arrangement of preparing information to create exact parameter estimations since it requires just the computation of the frequencies of characteristics and property result combines in the preparation information set 30, 31 
Dataset
The dataset utilized as a part of this model gathered from UCI machine learning repository 32 
Attribute Identification
The breast cancer dataset which comprises of 286 instances and 10 attributes with the class expressing the life visualization yes (or) no. appear in Table 1 . 
Methodology of proposed systems
The exploration procedure has two stages. First one is genetics algorithm based CFS connected to the breast cancer dataset which was reduced to 5 from 10 and the Naive Bayes algorithm connected for classification. The second phase of this work utilized Random search based CFS connected to the same data set which was reduced to 6 from 10 and after that connected Naïve Bayes classification algorithm for better expectation.
Experimental results and discussion
The exploratory outcomes outline the distinctive measures that are used to evaluate the model for characterization and desire. In this work the specificity, precision, sensitivity and accuracy are expounded. .
..(4) Fold Cross-Validation
The classification algorithm is arranged and attempted in 10 times. The cross approval isolates the information into 10 subgroups and each subgroup is attempted through request oversee worked from whatever is left of the 9 bundles. Ten unmistakable test results are gotten for each traintest setup and the typical result gives the test exactness of the calculation.
Confusion Matrix
The confusion matrix 7 plots what quantities of cases have been apportioned to each class and the parts of the lattice speak to the amount of experiments whose genuine class is the line and whose foreseen class is the portion. Tables  5, 6 and 7 depict the perplexity matrix that is processed for Naive Bayes and the innate interest based CFS-NB and sporadic chase based CFS-NB computations. Figure 3 demonstrate the precision of different grouping calculations that was accomplished through genetic search based CFS. Figure 2 demonstrate the precision of different order calculations that was accomplished through random search based CFS.
Graph Results

CONCLUSION
In this work, an enhanced technique was made for breast cancer analysis. The results exhibit that Random search based CFS-NB achieved comparable characterization correctnesses for a decreased component subset that contained six elements. The genetic search based CFS-NB was conveyed better arrangement precision for a decreased subset of five elements. The relative review was coordinated on the breast cancer information in light of random and genetic search in view of CFS with other characterization calculations like Multilayer perceptron and Sequential Minimal Optimization and Random Forest. The trial result simply portrays that the genetic search based CFS and naive bayes execution was better contrasted and other grouping calculations as far as time and accuracy.
